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type (Read Only)
a file of documents entitled files of block 11 contains 2 177 files of prisoners men who stayed in block 11 of the
auschwitz i parent camp the files of block 11 were kept by the block recorder from january 9 1941 to february 11
1942 the position was held by franciszek brol no 1159 how to search it is possible to search for individuals by
entering information search terms you can enterbothfirst and last name you can replace national characters for
instance ń ś ć ó ü ä or others by the collection held in the archives of the auschwitz birkenau state museum can be
divided into several parts original documents created by camp offices while auschwitz was in operation original
documents created by auschwitz prisoners outside the official camp bureaucratic structure camp resistance
movement material auschwitz also known as auschwitz birkenau opened in 1940 and was the largest of the nazi
concentration and death camps located in southern poland auschwitz initially served as a detention it includes
over 30 million files index cards and lists concerning victims of the holocaust and concentration camp prisoners
foreign forced laborers and survivors the central name index alone consists of over 50 million cards it consisted of
auschwitz i the main camp stammlager in oświęcim auschwitz ii birkenau a concentration and extermination camp
with gas chambers auschwitz iii monowitz a labour camp for the chemical conglomerate ig farben and dozens of
subcamps one of the documents contained in my father s auschwitz file is titled zugang von gross rosen auschwitz
auf 28 1 45 which means departure from gross rosen on january 28 1945 it is a list of prisoners who arrived at
gross rosen from auschwitz and who were packed into a freight car and shipped to dachau on january 28 1945 the
first of its kind more than 300 concise articles in alphabetical order covering topics in the history of the largest
nazi german concentration camp and extermination center auschwitz written for a general readership in a concise
accessible style the vast majority were murdered in the complex of gas chambers at auschwitz ii birkenau camp
six million jewish people died in the holocaust the nazi campaign to eradicate europe s jewish auschwitz was a
group of extermination camps death camps run by nazi germany during world war ii there were three large camps
at auschwitz and 3 smaller ones auschwitz i was the main camp which held prisoners from 1940 to 1945 auschwitz
ii birkenau was the largest extermination camp run by nazi germany during the holocaust nazi victim files go
online in german archive rebecca staudenmaier 11 27 2019 the newly uploaded documents contain information on
10 million people persecuted by the nazis the arolsen the excel spreadsheet was downloaded from tinyurl com
auschwitzspreadsheet more information about the sterbebücher can be found at auschwitz org en museum about
the available data death records sterbebucher for more information about a person contact the bureau for former
prisoners at auschwitz org en museum auschwitz the auschwitz protocols also known as the auschwitz reports and
originally published as the extermination camps of auschwitz and birkenau is a collection of three eyewitness
accounts from 1943 1944 about the mass murder that was taking place inside the auschwitz concentration camp
in german occupied poland during the second world war rudolf höss rudolf franz ferdinand höss also höß hoeß or
hoess german hœs 25 november 1901 16 april 1947 4 5 6 was a german ss officer and the commandant of the
auschwitz concentration camp after the defeat of nazi germany and the end of world war ii he was convicted in
poland and executed for war crimes committed on registers and cards the camp administration political
department department of employment and others created different files lists and cards with names of auschwitz
prisoners produced by various departments of the camp administration this is a card taken from hospital files
produced by soviet staff after the liberation of the camp the information about the patient labeled no 16557 reads
bekrie eli 18 years from paris local state and federal government websites often end in gov commonwealth of
pennsylvania government websites and email systems use pennsylvania gov or pa gov at the end of the address a
limited liability company llc is a hybrid between a partnership and a corporation it may be thought of as a limited
partnership without a general partner owners of a limited liability company are called members and may include
individuals corporations or other llcs the limited liability company provides the liability protection of a original file
3 872 2 592 pixels file size 3 52 mb mime type image jpeg this is a file from the wikimedia commons information
from its description page there is shown below key facts 1 located in german occupied poland auschwitz consisted
of three camps including a killing center the camps were opened over the course of nearly two years 1940 1942
auschwitz closed in january 1945 with its liberation by the soviet army 2 more than 1 1 million people died at
auschwitz including nearly one million jews
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auschwitz i block 11 registration documents about the May 25 2024
a file of documents entitled files of block 11 contains 2 177 files of prisoners men who stayed in block 11 of the
auschwitz i parent camp the files of block 11 were kept by the block recorder from january 9 1941 to february 11
1942 the position was held by franciszek brol no 1159

how to search auschwitz birkenau Apr 24 2024
how to search it is possible to search for individuals by entering information search terms you can enterbothfirst
and last name you can replace national characters for instance ń ś ć ó ü ä or others by

collection archives museum auschwitz birkenau Mar 23 2024
the collection held in the archives of the auschwitz birkenau state museum can be divided into several parts
original documents created by camp offices while auschwitz was in operation original documents created by
auschwitz prisoners outside the official camp bureaucratic structure camp resistance movement material

auschwitz concentration camp facts location history Feb 22 2024
auschwitz also known as auschwitz birkenau opened in 1940 and was the largest of the nazi concentration and
death camps located in southern poland auschwitz initially served as a detention

original documents of nazi era arolsen archives Jan 21 2024
it includes over 30 million files index cards and lists concerning victims of the holocaust and concentration camp
prisoners foreign forced laborers and survivors the central name index alone consists of over 50 million cards

auschwitz concentration camp wikipedia Dec 20 2023
it consisted of auschwitz i the main camp stammlager in oświęcim auschwitz ii birkenau a concentration and
extermination camp with gas chambers auschwitz iii monowitz a labour camp for the chemical conglomerate ig
farben and dozens of subcamps

finding my father s auschwitz file allen hershkowitz Nov 19 2023
one of the documents contained in my father s auschwitz file is titled zugang von gross rosen auschwitz auf 28 1
45 which means departure from gross rosen on january 28 1945 it is a list of prisoners who arrived at gross rosen
from auschwitz and who were packed into a freight car and shipped to dachau on january 28 1945

auschwitz from a to z an illustrated history Oct 18 2023
the first of its kind more than 300 concise articles in alphabetical order covering topics in the history of the
largest nazi german concentration camp and extermination center auschwitz written for a general readership in a
concise accessible style

auschwitz how death camp became centre of nazi holocaust bbc Sep
17 2023
the vast majority were murdered in the complex of gas chambers at auschwitz ii birkenau camp six million jewish
people died in the holocaust the nazi campaign to eradicate europe s jewish

auschwitz concentration camp simple english wikipedia the Aug 16
2023
auschwitz was a group of extermination camps death camps run by nazi germany during world war ii there were
three large camps at auschwitz and 3 smaller ones auschwitz i was the main camp which held prisoners from 1940
to 1945 auschwitz ii birkenau was the largest extermination camp run by nazi germany during the holocaust

nazi victim files go online in german archive dw 11 27 2019 Jul 15
2023
nazi victim files go online in german archive rebecca staudenmaier 11 27 2019 the newly uploaded documents
contain information on 10 million people persecuted by the nazis the arolsen

holocaust survivors and victims database auschwitz death Jun 14
2023
the excel spreadsheet was downloaded from tinyurl com auschwitzspreadsheet more information about the
sterbebücher can be found at auschwitz org en museum about the available data death records sterbebucher for
more information about a person contact the bureau for former prisoners at auschwitz org en museum auschwitz
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auschwitz protocols wikipedia May 13 2023
the auschwitz protocols also known as the auschwitz reports and originally published as the extermination camps
of auschwitz and birkenau is a collection of three eyewitness accounts from 1943 1944 about the mass murder
that was taking place inside the auschwitz concentration camp in german occupied poland during the second
world war

rudolf höss wikipedia Apr 12 2023
rudolf höss rudolf franz ferdinand höss also höß hoeß or hoess german hœs 25 november 1901 16 april 1947 4 5 6
was a german ss officer and the commandant of the auschwitz concentration camp after the defeat of nazi
germany and the end of world war ii he was convicted in poland and executed for war crimes committed on

registers and cards about the auschwitz birkenau Mar 11 2023
registers and cards the camp administration political department department of employment and others created
different files lists and cards with names of auschwitz prisoners produced by various departments of the camp
administration

the shocking liberation of auschwitz soviets history Feb 10 2023
this is a card taken from hospital files produced by soviet staff after the liberation of the camp the information
about the patient labeled no 16557 reads bekrie eli 18 years from paris

types of filings and registrations department of state Jan 09 2023
local state and federal government websites often end in gov commonwealth of pennsylvania government websites
and email systems use pennsylvania gov or pa gov at the end of the address

pennsylvania limited liability company department of state Dec 08
2022
a limited liability company llc is a hybrid between a partnership and a corporation it may be thought of as a
limited partnership without a general partner owners of a limited liability company are called members and may
include individuals corporations or other llcs the limited liability company provides the liability protection of a

file auschwitz i 22 may 2010 jpg wikipedia Nov 07 2022
original file 3 872 2 592 pixels file size 3 52 mb mime type image jpeg this is a file from the wikimedia commons
information from its description page there is shown below

auschwitz holocaust encyclopedia Oct 06 2022
key facts 1 located in german occupied poland auschwitz consisted of three camps including a killing center the
camps were opened over the course of nearly two years 1940 1942 auschwitz closed in january 1945 with its
liberation by the soviet army 2 more than 1 1 million people died at auschwitz including nearly one million jews
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